


Excert from
 Epilogue: By Eugene Brown This is a true story of a father and son, who
have collectively served over three decades of confinement in the United
States penal system. As survivors, we have refused to accept the reality of
the urban-hood subculture’s paradigm of hopelessness or to let it become our
destiny. Having been socially defeated once, our determination to succeed
came from repeated bouts of humiliation. Our ideas back then originated
from a long chain of self-oppression and social indoctrination, and
consequently reduced our strength and elevated our dependence on this
urban-hood lifestyle of self-destruction. This book is the true life journey of
our struggles, and our break from the mindset of the urban-hood subculture,
onto the road of self-empowerment and redemption. We were raised in the
ailing and turbulent streets of Washington, D.C., living in the asphalt jungles
where one bad decision could cost your life. We have seen some of the
toughest guys’ drug through the mud for violating. We became urban
guerrillas, conditioned to survive under devastating conditions. We slipped
through the cracks of those horrible experiences, overcoming negative
thinking and living on a seed of hope that would later manifest and unfold
into a beautiful flower. We give glory to the Creator for showing up at
seemingly hopeless times in our lives. Anytime you see a turtle upon a fence
pole, one thing for sure is, it didn’t get up there by itself. Gratefully, we
became more resilient in an effort to create a worthy existence from the
many prayers and blessings that have been bestowed upon us. We were
once identified as street hustlers, simply because we learned how to survive
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From Pawns to Kings

Flipping the script with a new paradigm of eternal optimism in that seed of
hope, we knew that the battle would be won by listening to a new champions
will rise through adversity and fight with every iota of strength until the
endgame;” or ‘’the cream will always rise to the top;” and “it’s nothing but
another step to a stepper:” and “only the strong will survive,” etc. It is the
result of these facts and the ability to summon this unconquerable human
spirit within that has made this book an enduring testament of man’s will. We
know that the ability to facilitate consciousness comes from the Creator. We
are survivors of the urban-hood subculture underclass holocaust. Our prison
identification numbers will always be indelibly inscribed into our psyches. It’s
our moral obligation and duty to record our history so that you will know
where we came from. As writers, we have a mission to seek opportunities to
highlight us in the fullness of our humanity. “From Pawns to Kings” is a
treasure we give to the urban-hood subcultures and the world to reveal the
possibilities of a man. Urban-hood history often depicts tales of self-injury,
unhappiness, and drama. Spiritual books of wisdom have taught us that it is
not the one who makes the mistakes whom we should seek to destroy or
punish, but it is the mistake itself that must be erased. If we do nothing to
change the cause of such mistakes, history will inevitably repeat itself. Case
in point is the recidivism factor of the prison system. We were once judged as
unworthy, unacceptable, and unlovable by people who will never understand
the urban-hood subculture. How did we get to that point? Impulsive thinking
created an environment that resulted in expressive words and slang like
“whatever,” so we ended up demonstrating an attitude of “whatever”
behavior, causing us to become handicapped. Randomness and mediocrity
ruled our lives. Neediness dictated our difficulty to survive the distractions of
loud music, video games, drugs, alcohol, and sex, which are used to cushion
and deflect mental pains. Becoming trapped in the abyss of unawareness, we
missed criminal “in-justice” system, and elected to become pawns in the
prison industrial complex. Faith without hope is the mother of stupidity and
the vultures awaited our exhaustion



We can now make right our lives after being transformed from incarceration
to redemption. Life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness came after many years of
humiliation and struggle for political freedom and participation. Conscience
awareness of overcoming fears, conventions and the will of the urban-hood
subculture had to be examined. It has been once said: ‘‘it’s okay for a child to
be afraid of the dark, but it’s unacceptable for a man or woman to be afraid
of the light.’’ *Quote from caught up gang intervention! Fortunately, we
learned in those dark moments of incarceration that we must govern our own
thoughts, lives, and actions. What we lost to indignation, we learned in
wisdom. The cause of it all was our thinking. Therefore, it is our responsibility
to alter common consciousness and form new habits of the higher self as a
foundation for a productive life. We are passionate about demonstrating our
ability; “Serve humanity as the best work of life.” This book of self-reflection
is a sociological and anthropological examination of the plight of
intergenerational incarcerations that is prevalent in urban-hood subculture.
What is the urban-hood subculture? An urban-hood subculture consists of the
characteristics of that society. It is a culture and the system of its
surroundings. The Center for Disease Control research found that 30% of
youth in the hood environment suffer from a “Hood Disease.” It is a study of
humankind, in particular societies and cultures and their development. It’s a
curse because the environment is conducive to failure. Our so called middle
class neighbors moved away and left nothing but the hood. This book and the
ramifications of our plight in the urban hood subculture will not allow this
work to be classified as just another autobigeographical locations. It’s an
attitude of international acclaim. We are the products of the urban-hood
subculture, where many are called but only a few escapes. This is a work of
self-reflection, social examination, and anthropology that showcases real
examples of intergenerational incarceration. The ghetto’s history illustrates
that formerly incarcerated brothers and sisters being released back into the
urban-hood subculture became our mentors. We learned the mythology of
prison glorification



Their experiences served as negative role models for behavior, and
subsequently prison became a rite of passage. The men who lived on the
other side of good became our points of reference. The misconceptions of
black manhood have been shaped by broken homes and a destructive self-
image ingrained in us at early ages. Our points of reference have been the
street hustlers, thugs, thieves, pimps, drug dealers, and now rappers who
recklessly glorify this lifestyle to the world. These negative self-images,
coupled with race propaganda, help to perpetuate the prison industrial
complex. Unfortunately, these negative self-images are passed on to the next
generation, forming a cancerous cell in the minds. These captivating stories
of incarceration are hypnotic to the untrained, impressionable mind, and thus
you have the basics of an inheritance of intergenerational incarceration.
These prison folk tales are nothing but plantation stories that causes a great
deal of social maladjustment. We became vulnerable and susceptible,
viewing prison as an occupational hazard and a way of life. An alarming
percentage of our youth have been deprived of a better life, simply because
of low expectations. These expectations come from parents, teachers, society
at large, policy makers, and most importantly, the individuals whom they
impact. Hence, greed becomes paramount when resources are limited.  It’s
like snatching a pawn in a game of chess, which looks like an immediate
advantage for a moment, but it’s just a gambit that is really harmful because
it plays you out of position. Mediocre thoughts have a devastating effect on
the decision making process. This subculture is based on ego, fear,
negativity, jealousy, envy and a lost sense of self-worth and hopelessness.
This is where the real Hood Disease is created and made manifest from the
propaganda of our environment. This is the learning impediment, according
to the Center for Disease Control qualitative research. * Search Google
C.D.C. for hood Disease. In 1992, Dr. Frederick Goodwin (head of the
National Institute of Health at the time), was a proponent of the nationally
funded program called The Violence Initiative Project



It proposed to reduce violence in American inner cities by studying: “Urban
intercity youth to find out if they had a genetic propensity for violence.” In
response to this project, immediately after disclosure, Dr. Peter Breggin
wrote Tonic Psychiatry. This book was very critical of biological psychiatry
and psychiatric medication. He preferred a more humanistic approach to
dealing with social ills and, together with Dr. Ron Walter, he rallied a civil
response against this Violence Initiative Project. Since that time, there has
been a great deal of interest in the medical field about why African American
kids are so hyperactive (even to the point of needing brain surgery). As a
forthcoming solution to violence in America, it may very well threaten the
African American youth. As a result of these studies and research, it becomes
very easy to label urban intercity communities as “hoods” once the neighbors
leave. The Center for Disease Control and Prevention has stated that 30% of
our youth are already suffering from this recently diagnostic label “Hood
Disease.” The CDC has declared that, as a direct result of Post-Traumatic
Stress Disorder (PTSD), life in the hood can create health problems that
make it tough for young people to learn As a result of this propaganda
campaign, the urban-hood subculture youth are stamped as “un-educatable.”
They are forced to take medication, only to end up in social adjustment
classes, special education classrooms, and alternative schools. It has been
found that these classes are nothing but temporary holding pens until space
becomes available in prisons or mental institutions. I’ve had a chance to
scrutinize the Thirteenth Amendment of the U.S. Constitution. The Thirteenth
Amendment to the United States Constitution abolished slavery
and involuntary servitude, except as punishment for a crime. Harriet Tubman
once said, “I’ve freed over a thousand slaves but I could have freed a
thousand more if only they knew they were slaves. Nowadays, our youth are
living within the social media network, suffering from low self-esteem and
self-hatred. They become drop-outs and are labeled as thugs of a lost and
disconnected Generation X. We have to reverse this trend. Across the tracks,
in the cosmopolitan suburban communities there are centuries of positive
virtues and morals



The inhabitants are returning from colleges and universities, while their
parents were alumni of these institutions. A healthy paradigm has been
instilled from an early age in their youth. Raised in a wholesome atmosphere,
that environment created early points of reference with positive role models
to reinforce those concepts of a rewarding endgame. Ignorance is our worst
enemy; it’s a crime that punishes us into self-enslavement. To this end, this
book addresses the challenges we face socially, systemically, and
endemically. Without a code of conduct, we suffer in all arenas. It further
reflects on the economic, health and political burden of this urban-hood
subculture. Now, more than ever, it is imperative that we identify solution-
minded individuals and organizations that will stand up and discuss methods
and strategies to improve this dilemma.   Eugene Brown uses chess to teach
inner-city children a lesson of life he learned the hard way: “Always Think
B4U Move”. This has become the mantra for Eugene Brown’s philosophy, and
a way of life. Brown learned the game of chess in a community-based
program and continued while he was incarcerated in federal prison. Chess
was a good distraction from the dreary routine and the depressing world
around him. Born and raised in Washington, D.C., Brown is 69 years old. He
attended the inner-city, District of Columbia public schools, where he was
told he required social adjustment classes. His anti-social behavior led to
early brushes with the juvenile justice law enforcement, resulting in early
incarceration at correctional youth institutions as a teen and prison terms as
an adult. Today, Brown, the founder and CEO of the Big Chair Chess Club, is
a father, grandfather, a real estate investor, and mentor to D.C. youths who
stop by the Deanwood “Chess House,” located at 4322 Sheriff Road, N.E.,
Eugene Brown believes that people are guided by the decisions they make on
the chessboard as well as in real life. The Big Chair Chess Club, Inc. was
founded for the sole purpose of reaching the unreachable, and teaching the
unteachable. Instilling the motto “Always Think B4U Move” is the core
mission of The Big Chair Chess Club, Inc



Members of The Big Chair Chess Club team competed in the National
Scholastic Tournament in Nashville, Tennessee, and Charlotte, North
Carolina, as well as the Super National Tournament in Kansas City, Missouri,
winning countless trophies. The Big Chair Chess Club, Inc., has trained
elementary school students at several schools, including the Kimball
Elementary School, where they trained and coached the students through five
years of city championships. The Big Chair Chess Club, Inc., A community
activist, Mr. Brown is planning to extend and expand services provided by the
organization to include job training and placement, computer literacy skills,
life skills, and after school tutoring. Establishing a chess house in every major
city is his vision. He is the co-founder of Strategic Paradigm LLC, an
innovative game changing concept that is presently being launched as a re-
entry/character building program in prisons, schools, public housing and
community-based settings. “Always Think B4 You Move/Ment,” curriculum will
emphasize information focusing upon topics such as: Self-discipline, LifeSkills,
Communication Skills, Character Building, SMART Goal Setting and
Leadership Training Mr. Brown is a powerful motivational speaker whose
message has echoed internationally: ALWAYS THINK B4U/Move!! Web-site
(chessmaneugenebrown.com)   Marco Price-Bey is the founder and CEO of
Fresh Start Barbering Academy. Fresh Start is a community-based program
that teaches life skills and the fundamental principles of barbering. Marco
Price-Bey received his Apprenticeship Barbering license in 1993. Four years
later, he received his Master Barber’s license. He decided to become a
Barbering Instructor and in 2009, he received his Barber Instructor’s license
from U.D.C. Price-Bey became students the barbering trade and personal
development skills. At U.D.C., Price-Bey became an Adjunct Professor of
Barbering. In addition to teaching the barbering trade, Marco Price-Bey
worked diligently in the D.C



community launching a program known as “Cutting Up in the Community,”
where Price-Bey cuts hair for the less fortunate  members of the community
who are underserved a Barber Instructor at Bennett Career Institute, where
he was able to teach over fifty as a result of a physical condition or various
life circumstances. Marco Price-Bey has opened his own barbershop and
continues to work as a contracted Barbering Instructor for programs like New
Beginnings (a youth detention center) in Laurel, Maryland, and Woodland
members of the community who are underserved a Barber Instructor at
Bennett Career Institute, where he was able to teach over fifty as a result of
a physical condition or various life circumstances. Marco Price-Bey has
opened his own barbershop and continues to work as a contracted Barbering
Instructor for programs like New Beginnings (a youth detention center) in
Laurel, Maryland, and Woodland Terrace Community Center, located in one
of the most economically depressed sections of S.E. Washington, D.C. Marco
Price-Bey has mentored countless young men and women, sharing vital life
skills to aid in self-improvement and social transformation. He regularly
speaks to young people sharing his personal experiences and giving sound
advice about how to change negative and self-defeating thought patterns
that lead to destructive behavior and how to become empowered by positive
thinking, goal attainment and self-development.corrumpit prodesset nec ut.
Sed everti prompta iuvaret at.


